Energy based feature extraction for classification of sleep apnea syndrome.
In this paper it is aimed to classify sleep apnea syndrome (SAS) by using discrete wavelet transforms (DWT) and an artificial neural network (ANN). The abdominal and thoracic respiration signals are separated into spectral components by using multi-resolution DWT. Then the energy of these spectral components are applied to the inputs of the ANN. The neural network was configured to give three outputs to classify the SAS situation of the subject. The apnea can be mainly classified into three types: obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), central sleep apnea (CSA) and mixed sleep apnea (MSA). During OSA, the airway is blocked while respiratory efforts continue. During CSA the airway is open, however, there are no respiratory efforts. In this paper we aim to classify sleep apnea in one of three basic types: obstructive, central and mixed. A significant result was obtained.